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GAME OVERVIEW 

 

HIGH CONCEPT 

Space Berserkrs is a 3D third-person action game with melee combat mechanics, where 

players take the role of the Space Viking Captain, Ulfar, who is raiding a Dino 

Techmarine base to bring justice to the galaxy. Players will also have a chance to explore 

meteorite caves on foot to clear the way for his ship by battling through waves of space 

dinosaurs using powerful melee attacks.  

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE WORLD? 

Vikings have evolved their technology to a point where intergalactic conquest has begun 

to take place in order to discover new galaxies. The space Viking captain Ulfar, on the 

way back of his journey, ends up inside a hostile Dino Techmarine, a space dinosaurs-

infested asteroid colony.  

WHERE DOES THE GAME TAKE PLACE? 

The game takes place at the entrance of the Dino Base, as Ulfar is entering it.  

SCALE 

The world’s scale is based on a grid where a unit square equals 100 meters. The world’s 

size is 1400 km wide and 1100 km large. The character is 2 meters high and his speed is 

1s/10m.   
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LEVEL FEATURE SET 

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS 

DOUBLE GAMEPLAY LEVEL SYSTEM 

The game provides separate sections that alternate between two play styles and 

camera.  

 Defending the ship with the turret in a first person camera.  

 Platforming with enemy encounters and simple spatial puzzles where the player 

utilizes powerful melee attacks in a third person camera  

 

DEFEND THE SHIP WITH THE TURRET 

While the player is on Ulfar’s ship, there are waves of gunner type enemies firing at him. 

The player has to use the ship’s turret to kill the enemies from a distance. The player has 

two attacks. A simple shot and a charge shot.  

 

 Figure3: Simple shot          Figure4: Charge shot  

  Figure1: First person turret camera                                                 Figure2: Third person camera 
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   Figure5: Text popping up                                       Figure6: lights turn green  

KEY DOOR PUZZLE 

The game features door puzzles that are simple or advanced. Here are the different 

patterns:  

 Destroy generator- door opens. Easy difficulty 

 Destroy sphere – door opens. Easy difficulty 

 Deflecting + kill enemy – door opens. Medium difficulty 

 Deflecting + destroy sphere – door opens. Hard difficulty 

INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENT HAZARDS  

The player encounters obstacles or hazards that he/she has to overcome in order to 

progress with the ship.  

 Switches that can be destroyed in order to progress 

 Generators that have to be destroyed 

 Floating rocks 

 Meteor rain 

 Magnetic tornados 

PLAYER PATH  

 In Ride, The boat follows a spline. The player is shown when he can jump off the 

ship using level design narratives such as a text popping up and visuals.  

 Off Ride, environmental landmarks are used to confirm that the path is viable. In 

the space stations, green lights highlight the paths that the player must follow.  
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CHALLENGE 

The ship has its own personality represented by the NPC, Freya. She provides advice and 

guides the player by giving him/her hints to overcome challenges in order to progress.  

 In this environment challenge 

example, a demonstration of a meteor 

hitting a planet before hands draws the 

eye of the player where the meteor rain 

happens. A text from Freya highlights 

the danger.  

 

 

COLLECTIBLES 

The player can find 5 different types of pick up items. Two are collectible, two are 

resources and one is a power up.  

LOGBOOK/UPGRADE 

The player can collect little logbook notes. These notes explain 

background story to the player and the player has the option to 

read it while playing when he/she collects them or later through 

the pause menu.  

 

Figure8: logbook 

MAGIC/STAMINA 

Mjolnir 

The player refills Ulfar’s magic by collecting Mjolnir, the hammer of 

Thor. The pick up replenishes one segment of the magic bar. Those 

pick up are placed throughout all the level.  

 

 Figur9: Mjolnir 

Figure7: Player attention drawn by the meteor’s fragment going up 
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HEALTH – MEAT AND BEER 

The player can recover health by collecting those pick 

up placed throughout the level or dropped by the 

enemies. Meat gives 15point and beers restores 100 

health point.  

 

CHECKPOINTS 

The checkpoint are invisible trigger enter that save the location of the boat, the events 

and the location of the character. If player dies, he re starts with full stats from the last 

checkpoint. 

Checkpoints are located before the space station, after space stations and before big 

encounters to avoid the player being forced to re start and loose the progression.   

 

THE GAME WORLD 

OVERVIEW 

The game takes place in 3075 in the galaxy Seyfert in a nebulae cave, called the Chasm, 

full of dino techmarine dinosaurs. The game features a linear ride that navigates 

throughout a space cave, allowing the player to explore different locations in it. 

Figure10: Meat           Figure11: Beer 
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THE WORLD LAYOUT 

NB: Power source in the last build has been removed but the sanctuary is still there 

 

 

Figure12: World top view 
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Figure13:  Game World Side View 

  

LEVEL DESIGN 

OVERVIEW 

The player takes control of “Captain Ulfar”, a space Viking on his ship: “The Reiden”. The 

player must explore a space cave, which is the hideout of dino techmarine space 

dinosaurs. The player’s goal is to reach the end of the cave by surviving, killing enemy 

waves and solving puzzles that are traps set up by the enemies, and finally to escape the 

hide out and wipe out the dinosaurs from the space stations.  
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LEVEL DESIGN PHILOSOPHIES 

Following the advice of “Freya”, the ship’s entity, the player progresses through the 

hideout. During the turret sequences, the player does not control the ship, which is on 

rails. The adventure features one big level fragmented into three main sections. The first 

section includes a tutorial that teaches the player the main mechanics used during 

melee combat.  

● The player starts in a ride sequence. The player learns the main mechanics with 

the turret, which involve aiming, firing at enemies and environmental hazards. These 

sections are driven by events that follow a narrative structure through the level design 

to keep the player in a constant state of excitement.  

● The player is introduced to the tutorial and learns the main mechanics of the 

melee exploration parts. The player experiences gameplay variations through multiple 

ways of achieving short term goals while having a feeling of freedom.  

● Freya, who constantly gives clues and advice, guides the player.  

● The player interacts with the environment, which adds a pure sensation of fun to 

the game.  

 

 

 

PUZZLE ENVIRONMENT EXAMPLE:  

 

1. The ship lands and is trapped in an energy 

field. 

2. Jump off the boat and do the tutorial. 

3. Platform until reaching the enemy base. 

4. Destroy the first generator. 

5. Explore the enemy base. 

6. Destroy the other generators and face the 

enemy waves. 

7. The ship comes to pick up the player. 

 

 

 

 Figure14: Puzzle Example 
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MISSION OBJECTIVE 

Long-term goal: Escape the main station and clear out the space   

Middle-term goal: Find your way to progress through the enemy base and solve the 

puzzles 

Short-term goal: Survive enemy waves and the turret sequences 

KEY COMPONENTS 

● Ride feeling while navigating with the “Reiden. 

● Events creating narrative for turret sequences. 

● Use of turret weapon when on ship for ranged combat. 

● Use of sword weapon when off ship for melee combat. 

● Use of dash, special attacks, combos and shield for melee combat. 

● Run and jump are the main ways to move in the world. 

● Upgrade turret. 

● Get logbook collectible. 

● Get stamina/magic pick up. 

● Get health pick up. 

 

LEVEL FLOW CHART 

 Figure15: Level flow chart 
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MISSION 1: “SHOOT OR  DIE”  

OVERVIEW 

The player begins the mission at the beginning of the cave. He/she is thrown in the 

heart of the adventure. The player has to use the turret located in the ship to annihilate 

the waves of enemies shooting at him/her in order to protect himself/herself. During 

the ride environment, the player faces puzzles such as an energy door blocking the 

progression or dangerous meteor rain. The ship arrives at the enemy base and is 

trapped in an energy field. The player must get off the ship to deactivate the trap. The 

player is thrown in the tutorial sections where he/she learns about jumping, deflecting, 

dashing and attacking. The player continues the adventure platforming until reaching 

the space station and must find the three generators. By destroying them, he/she frees 

the ship. The ship comes to the exit to pick up the player and continue the adventure.  

OBJECTIVES: 

● Kill enemies. 

● Destroy switches of the energy door. 

● Destroy the meteors. 

● Get off the ship and complete the tutorial. 

● Reach the space station. 

● Pick up the logbook. 

● Destroy the first generator. 

● Destroy the last generators. 

● Kill the enemy waves. 

● Reach the exit and jump into the ship. 

POTENTIAL RISKS: 

● Requires animation and UI text. 

● Requires specific audio ambiance sounds and score. 

● Requires particles effect. 

● Requires engineering 

a. AI. 

b. Melee combat. 

● Requires custom art 

a. Environment art. 

b. Specific textures. 
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MISSION 1 MAP WITH OBJECTIVES:    

Nb: Logbook position has been changed and is located after point 5 in the last build 

DIALOGUE 

 SECTION1: 

Text Dialogue 

1: Freya: We are arriving at the enemy base! Enter the turret when you are ready to go. 

Gameplay: The player kills enemies and arrives to the gate 

2: Freya: Ulfar, this gate in front of us might be a problem.  

Gameplay: The player destroys the switches. 

3: Freya: Ulfar, look up, meteors!!! 

                      Figure16: Mission 1 Map 
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Gameplay: The player destroys the meteors 

4: Freya: $#%!*&$ force field! They are taunting you! Find a way to remove it, I'm bored 

already! 

4: Freya: Looks like Odin is on our side! 

Gameplay: The player jumps off the boat and reaches the enemy base. 

6: Freya: Ulfar, search the base for some generators. 

Gameplay: The player explores the base and destroys the generators, which frees Freya 

and the ship. 

10: Freya: Finally Ulfar, I am free. What took you so long!?! Come to the exit of the 

base! 

Gameplay: Player reaches the exit and jumps onto the boat. 

BEAT SHEET:  

On Boat ride  
On Boat combat  
Off boat exploration  
Off boat combat  
Destroy switch/Gen  
Pick Up  
Tutorial  

 Unit: 1 regular square is approximately 20seconds.  

Table 4: Section 1 Beat Sheet 

                           

Easy difficulty  
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MISSION 1 ILLUSTRATED WALKTHROUGH:   

 

Beat 1:  

 Player learns about 

shooting and aiming with the turret 

 

 

 

Beat 2:  

 Door event has a trigger zone.  

 Trigger zone has condition if 

null. 

 If switches destroyed, trap is 

deactivated next events are loaded.  

 

 

Beat3:  

 Action meteor rain activated by 

boat passing through trigger zone.  

 Meteor has get damage, destroy 

and give damage scripts 

 Print with delay to match the 

timing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure17: Starting point, kill the enemies.  

Figure18: Destroy the switches of the energy door 

Figure19: Destroy the meteors  
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Beat 4: 

 The trap has an action condition 

with 9 elements linked. 

 Trigger zone makes the boat 

stop and prints dialogue.  

 The player jumps off 

 

 

 

 

Beat 5:  

 Enemies on the way. 

 Pick up logbook 1. 

 Crystals are destructible and 

used for line of sight 

 

 

 

Beat 6: 

 Not in the player path, reinforce 

the exploration with a reward.  

 Game object with get logbook 

script and destroy with script reference 

for UI.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure20: Get off the boat, which is trapped  

Figure21: Reach the space station  

Figure22: Pick up the logbook 
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Beat7:  

 Generator with health script. 

 Blocking door with action 

condition. 

 When generator is destroyed, 

door opens. 

 One enemy in a small room. 

 

 

Beat8:  

 Gate on the right is the exit. 

 In the middle is the container 

for the magic pick up. Getting it opens 

the door and activates magic with give 

magic script.  

 

 

Beat9:  

 Three enemies surround the 

last generator. 

 Destruction of generator 

destroy the boat trap, open the gate to 

the exit, prints dialogue, activates boat 

and loads M2.  

 

 

 

 

Figure23: Destroy the first generator 

Figure24: Destroy the second generator 

Figure25: Destroy the last generator and kill the enemy wave 
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Beat 10:  

 Boat waits for the player with 

action stop. 

 Action delay set to 1-second 

duration for the boat to leave when 

the player enters the trigger zone. 

 

 

MISSION 1 ASSET SUMMARY  

SECTION 1: Destroy the planet 
Department Asset Notes 
Art Space platforms  
Art Space planet base (modular design)  
Art Boat  Main vehicle 
Narrative Boat discussion Create narrative situation 
Engineering/animation Functional navigation boat system The boat is following a spline 
Art Engineering Turret  
Engineering/animation Functional shooting and aiming system  
Art Logbook  
Narrative Logbook Create background story 
Art Doors  
Art Window  
Art Switches  
Engineering/animation Moving elevators  
Art Walls  
Art Lights  
Art Meteors  
Art Boat trail Guide the boat 
Art Space cave modules Environment immersion 
Art  Props: lamps  
Art Props: cloth  
Art Props: columns  
Art:  Props: barrels  
Art character Character Viking Captain Ulfar  
Engineering/Animation Jump, shoot, melee combat and running  
Art  Trap  

Figure26: Reach the exit 
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Art/Animation Moving texture trap  
Engineering/Animation Enemy shooting   
Art  Generator  
Animation Generator Player feedback when hit 
Engineering/Animation Planet explosion  
Sound Special effects  
Art character Derrex enemy 1  - Turret  
Art character Jerrex enemy 2 - Melee  
Art character Anchiro enemy 2 - Melee  
Art character Loogie enemy 3 - Melee  
Engineering/Animation Melee combat main character  
Art  Shattered Crystals  
Art Particles effect for crystals  
Art Particles feedback for main character  
Art Particles for death of enemies  
Art DinoStation with tubes  
Art Enemy platforms  
  Art Skybox  
Art Flags  
Animation Flags  
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MISSION 2: DON’T TOUCH MY BOAT! 

OVERVIEW 

After leaving the space station, the ride goes on. The player encounters ranged enemies 

on flying discs ambushing the ship. The player then enters a cave filled with 

electromagnetic storms. Freya uses the magic to shield herself and Ulfar has his magic 

decreasing constantly. The player has to deactivate the triggers causing the storms. 

He/she encounters different key-door puzzles that block his/her progression and 

immortal ranged enemies related to the puzzles. He/she has to refill the ship’s shield by 

collecting the picks up for magic throughout the whole station and must destroy the 

source of the storms by destroying the generator that controls them.   

OBJECTIVE 2: PROTECT THE BOAT  

● Kill the flying enemies. 

● Enter the space station. 

● Solve the first key door puzzle. 

● Solve the second key door puzzle. 

● Kill the enemy wave. 

● Solve the third key door puzzle. 

● Destroy the first generator. 

● Solve the fourth key door puzzle. 

● Collect the logbook. 

● Defeat the first enemy challenge and destroy the second generator. 

● Defeat the second enemy challenge and destroy the last generator. 

● Collect turret upgrade and reach the exit of the station. 

POTENTIAL RISKS: 

● Requires animation and particles effect for storm. 

● Requires specific audio ambience sounds and score. 

● Requires timed/scripted behaviour for AI. 

● Requires timed/scripted behaviour for ship. 

● Requires specific animations for ship. 

● Requires specific explosions for environment. 

● Requires engineering 

a. AI. 

b. Melee combat. 
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● Requires custom art 

a. Environment art. 

b. Specific textures. 

 

MISSION 2 MAP WITH OBJECTIVES (TURRET PART) 

 

 

DIALOGUE  

1: Freya:  Let's go! Hold tight, it will be shaky! 

Freya:  Ulfar, we got company!  

Gameplay: Player kills flying enemies 

Freya: Super speed, leeeeet's go! 

2: Freya: Something is interfering with my system.  

Freya: It’s magnetic; I am using our magic to protect us.   

Freya: Go inside the base and kill them all.  

Figure27: Mission 2 map turret part 
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DIALOGUE  

5: Freya: Ulfar!!! I am trapped in a tornado! Hurry up and destroy those things! 

7: Freya: Jeez, thank you Odin, back on track!  

10: Freya: I am at the exit, I'll wait here! Ulfar, come to the exit, Hurry up!  NB: Second 

sentence is a passed object from the destruction of the final challenge generator) 

BEAT SHEET:  

On Boat ride  
On Boat combat  
Pick up  
Off boat exploration  
Off boat combat  
Destroy switch/Gen  
Key door puzzle  

Unit: 1 regular square is approximately 20seconds. 

Figure28: Mission 2 map melee part 
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Section 2 Beat Sheet 

                                    

Medium to hard difficulty 

MISSION 2 ILLUSTRATED WALKTHROUGH:   

Beat1:  

 Enemies follow a spline. 

 The flying capsule is a mesh 

fractured in Maya. Taking damage 

makes it explode. 

 Trigger enter zones modify the 

velocity of the boat to reinforce the 

roller coaster feeling. 

 

Beat2:  

 Tornado are activated with a 

trigger enter and rocks move with an 

action move script with determined 

location.  

 Boat command activated by 

trigger enter or destruction of specific 

item.  

 

Beat3: 

 Destroying the sphere opens the 

gate. 

 Action condition is null on the 

door. If sphere is destroyed, gates open. 

 Sphere gets damage and destroy 

 Check every frame script.  

Figure29: Kill the flying enemies 

Figure30: Reach the space station 2 

Figure31: Solve the key door puzzle 
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Beat4: Solve the key door puzzle. 

 Difficulty increased. 

 Kill the enemy using the 

deflecting mechanic to open the door. 

 Broken glass communicates that 

missiles can reach player's area. 

 Action condition on door. 

 

 

 

Beat5:  

 Play with different layout and 

enemy composition to create variety in 

the attack and defense strategy. 

 Door has a condition with all 

enemies attached. 

 Prints update about Freya 

 

 

 

Beat6:  

 New puzzle patterns. Enemy is 

protected by shield. 

 Platforming blended with 

deflecting and aiming.  

 Killing the sphere destroys the 

enemy’s platform. He falls, door opens.  

 

 

 

 

Figure32: Solve the key door puzzle2 

Figure33: Kill the enemy wave 

Figure34: Solve the key door puzzle3 
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Beat7:  

 Size of the rooms set according 

to the number of enemies. 

 Action condition on the door. If 

generator is destroyed, it deactivates a 

tornado, frees Freya and opens the 

gate.  

 Enemy composition ranks up. 

 

 

Beat8:  

 Not in player path. 

 The logbook activates a trap 

when it’s collected. 

 Backtracking is a challenge. 

 

 

 

Beat8b:  

 Challenge is based on timing 

and precision. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure35: Destroy the generator 

Figure36: Collect the second logbook 

Figure37: Canons throwing enemies are activated 
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Beat9:  

 Player has a short amount of 

time before the door reappears. 

 Particles and sounds give player 

feedback. 

 Behind the door, a switch gives 

the player a possibility to make the 

enemy fall by destroying it.  

 

 

 

Beat10:  

 Green lights always give hints 

about the player's path. 

 Enemy position reinforces 

player's path. Same pattern as tutorial 

enemy.  

 Blocked door on the right. 

 

 

 Action move makes shielded 

generator move when player enters 

trigger zone. 

 Main mechanic deflecting is 

required to defeat the challenge. 

 Position of enemies with barrel 

creates dynamic to defeat the 

challenge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure38: The last key door puzzle implemented with timing 

Figure39: On the way to the first final enemy challenge 

Figure40: First final enemy challenge 
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Beat11:  

 Former purple light turned 

green. Part of the passed object if 

destroyed from the last generator. 

Lights change colors.  

 

 

 

 Checkpoint before the big 

challenge.  

 Brightest tile show the path.  

 Enemy composition with canon 

ranks up difficulty. Room is bigger.  

 

 

 

 

Beat12: 

 Collect the upgrade.  

 Collecting it prints update and 

activates canon charge.   

 Freya is waiting at the exit.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure41: On the way to the last final enemy challenge 

Figure42: last final enemy challenge 

Figure43: Collect the upgrade and leave 
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ASSET SUMMARY:  

SECTION 2: Don’t touch my boat 
Department Asset Notes 
Art Space ride  
Art Space platform  
Art Rocks Floating 
Narrative Boat discussion Create narrative situation 
Engineering/animation Shattered enemy flying platforms The enemy falls 
Art Engineering Turret  
Engineering/animation Functional shooting and aiming system  
Art Logbook  
Narrative Logbook Create background story 
Art Doors  
Art Window with 2 different textures Broken and unbroken  
Art Generators  
Art Walls  
Art Lights  
Art Space storm  
Engineering/Animation Space storm animation  
Engineering/Animation Jump, shoot, melee combat and running  
Engineering/Animation Enemy shooting   
Art  Spheres puzzle with two different textures Red and green 
Sound Special effects  
Art character Derrex  
Art character Derrex immortal version  
Art/particles Space storm  
Art/particles Space Dust  
Art/particles Sphere energy wave Player feedback for puzzles 
Art/particles Enemy shield  
Engineering Enemy shield deflects  
Art Loogie canon  
Engineering/Animation Loogie canon functioning  
Art Dino in tubes (props)  
Art Elevator  
Art Laser doors  
Art Door frame  
Engineering/Animation Deflecting mechanic for main character  
Art Planet rings  
Art Planet  
Art Props: columns  
Art Dino Stations and tubes  
Art Vortex  
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MISSION 3: LET'S CLEAN THE SPACE FROM THIS TRASH 

OVERVIEW 

After deactivating the tornados, the player rides the boat for the last time. His/her goal 

is to reach the exit located after the sanctuary of the dinosaurs' hideout. The player 

defeats ranged enemies and destroyable rocks with timed key door puzzle.  

Objectives 3: Clear the space from this trash. 

● Kill the first enemy wave 

● Open the gate 

● Clear the way out – destroy the rock 

● Open the exit 

● Reach the exit. 

 

NB: In the following below map, order of events is different. The description above is 

the updated one, according to the last current build.  

POTENTIAL RISKS 

● Requires animation and particles effect for rocks. 

● Requires specific audio ambience sounds and score. 

● Requires timed/scripted behaviour for AI. 

● Requires specific explosions for environment. 

● Requires engineering 

a. AI. 

b. Melee combat. 

● Requires custom art 

a. Environment art. 

b. Specific textures. 
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MISSION 3 MAP WITH OBJECTIVES 

 

 

NB: Map not based on the last build. Order of events has been modified, the power 

source has been removed and the exit location has been changed.   

DIALOGUE  

1: Freya: That’s a blue print for the dragon turret. Use it to finish them off! 

Gameplay: player kills the first enemy wave. 

2: Freya: Lets get the hell out of here, I have enough of those stinky *&%$#! Hold right 

click to use my new attack.  

 

BEAT SHEET:  

On Boat ride  
On Boat combat  

 Unit: 1 regular square is approximately 20 seconds.   

Table 8: Section 3 Beat Sheet 

          

Medium difficulty 

Figure44: Mission 3 map 
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MISSION 3 ILLUSTRATED WALKTHROUGH:   

 

Beat1:  

 Boat speed is higher with 

speed particle effect activated with 

trigger enter 

 

 

 

Beat2:  

 Charge attack has bigger 

radius and explosion feedback more 

powerful 

 

 

 

Beat3:  

 Rocks pre-fractured in 

Maya with collision and explosion script 

when missile hits collider 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure45: Kill the enemy wave 

Figure46: Open the gate 

Figure47: Clear the way out 
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Beat 4:  

 

 

 

 

Beat5:  

 Quest completed, leads 

to the rank screen.  

 

 

 

 

ASSET SUMMARY 

SECTION 3: Destroy the hideout 
Department Asset Notes 
Art Trail  
Art Planets  
Art Vortex  
Narrative Boat discussion Create narrative situation 
Art Shattered enemy platforms  
Engineering/animation Explosion for platforms The enemy falls 

 
Art Engineering Turret  
Engineering/Animation Functional shooting and aiming system  
Art Logbook  
Narrative Logbook Create background story 
Art/Particles Dust  
Art Dino Station  
Art Laser Doors  
Art Power source  
Art Lights  

Figure48: Open the last gate 

Figure49: End 
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Art Shattered rocks  
Engineering/Animation Explosion for rocks  
Art/Particle Particles effect for rocks  
Engineering/Animation Enemy shooting   
Art  Spheres  
Art Dino columns  
Art/Particle Charge attack for turret  
Engineering/Animation More damage for charge attack  

 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 

The player wins once he escapes the sanctuary.  

FAILING CONDITIONS:  

The player loses depending on multiples conditions:  

● Character loses all his/her health. 

● Character falls into space. 

● Boat collides with environment traps. 

SINGLE-PLAYER TIME PROJECTIONS 

The following chart is a projection of the expected gameplay time for each stage of the 

game on “normal difficulty” broken down by each level as well as a cumulative total at 

the end. 

Level 
Pacing (Based on number 
of objectives during the 
level) 

Objective to gain Projected Gameplay 
Time (Minutes) 

1. Give me back 
my crew 

·          Low intensity 
·          8 objectives 
·          Basic obstacles 

Destroy the 
generators.  

5 min 

2. Don’t touch 
my boat 

·          Medium intensity 
·          9 objectives 
·          Medium obstacles 

Destroy the 
generators 

7 min 

3.  Cleaning up ·          High intensity 
·          5 objectives 
·          High obstacles 

Survive the encounter 2 min 

Total   Winning the game 12 min 
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